LONCEL IS THE MARKET LEADER IN FROST FAN MONITORING SOLUTIONS ACROSS NEW ZEALAND AND AUSTRALIA.

The Loncel Frost Fan Monitoring tool can be used with all makes and models of frost fan.

A Gateway unit is fitted to the base frost fan machine and can accept information from up to 14 satellite frost fans. Information is transmitted from the remote canopy temperature sensors back to the unit to start the machine. This information is also sent, along with tower temperature, engine rpm, battery status, wind speed and trip hours to the Loncel hosted customer specific website.

Data from the website is downloadable as a simple spreadsheet. Alarms can be generated in the form of text messages.

Additional monitoring including other remote canopy temperature sensors, weather stations, soil moisture monitors and water flow meters can easily be added to the Gateway via a dual input.
Frost Fan Architecture

- Base Frost Fan
- Canopy Radio
- Secondary Base Radio
- Repeater
- Multiple Remote Temperature Probes
- Pump Control
- Weather Station
- Water Meter
- Soil Moisture

2-14 Satellite fans up to 1km radius

Don't be left in the cold.
Work smarter, not harder.
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For more information about Loncel Frost Fan Monitoring
Call 09 273 6159
Email sales@lonceltech.com
www.loncel.com